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MMT MAR NUCELAR! PLANT MWIT AND 2 ELECTRCAL SEPARATION FrILD AUDIT - NCR W-3 1-P RD-50A-390-81-2o, 3RD-50-391/81..ig 
THIRD ME3ER MEPORT 

Descrtistmc of Deficiency 

An aidit wa conducte In response to an NEC letter from A. 3chwencer to H. G. Pon-is dated Ma~y 2s, 1980 (VIM 800529 252)9 which requested TVA to perform an audit of Installed electrical equipment mad systaem to determine comfsmcewith electrical separation criteria. The auit- wans perforr!.4 using the criteria stated in d-pters T and 8 of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (MI) Final Safety Analysis Report (MSR) and the criteria stated in Ragalatory Guide (3.0.) 1.75 With those exceptions listed in 'the response to VIC question NO02n. hie I TA noted In the response that 3.0. 1.75 is not applicable to Wl, it uwas stated that the desigi basically meets 3.0.  1.75 with the stated excptions. As a result of this statemut, TVA considers these -- uzet applicable to ON and within the scope of the audit. In addition,, documents used am references fbr interpretation and clarification of the above criteria more other chapters of the TSAR that pertain to the specific systems inpete, various IZEE and Ai51 Standards that we referenced in the MSR; the EO Desil Criteria E-)Cý-304.o, tMDesi4 Criteria for S0epration, of Electrical Equipment ad VirinW' and the respnses in the MSR to questions from the NRC whi ch pertah to the separatiM and Identification criteria.  

The sudit wans divided into six Inseto ares. Each arm was inspected to verify that installed equipment adhered to the stated criteria. The audit did not cover all equipmient at Iktts Oar, but rather samled approx imately 10 percent of the installed equipment to identify any hbnaric deficiencies. The six areas are: 

I. Equipment Identification and Separation 
2. Conduit aid Cable Tray Identification 
3. Cable Identification and Route Verification 4i. Equipment Internal Wiring and Identification 
S. Conduit and Cable Tray 3eparation 
6. System Audit for Identification and Separation 

Inerm r ootresg s 
TVA's Division of Engineering Design (EX MES) will revise the appropriate Conduit W1 grounding drawings to add a note specifying that, where possible, a zinimum of 1 inch shall be asintained between exposed redundant Class rZ cable raceways. If the separation is not attainable,, a barrier Consisting of a 1/2-inch minimum thickness or Pkranit.-36 (or its equivalent) will be used between the raceays. In addition, cable trays Must be installed with solid tray covers or bottoms on the surfaces Adjacent to the conduits.



* In, LnstanC03 where it 13 not possible to conform t. the '~separation 

r'equiremuts, a docuumted case-by-cas, analysis will be inde to ensure 
that redundant Class IS circuits are cot degraded below an acceptable 
level.  

In addition, TVA wiLl1 conduct a reizspection of the conduit and cable with 
etmphsis on physical separation and identification. Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant (O1) Quality Control Procrdur, (C.2) 3.6-Test 99 has been revised 
to strengthen the existing Inspecton procedures for cable separation and 
internal wiring. Additional iWIP QCPfs (3.3, 3.41, and 3.5) will also be revised to strengthen their inspection procedures. A new WNP-=C, 3.16, 
is scbeduled to be issued by August 15, 1981, which will ensure that inspecto Procedure*' willI provide conformance to aep&ratioa criteria 
related to the 6.9 0~ shutdown b--ards.


